Incydr Health Check

Focus on business outcomes through continuous Insider Risk posture improvement with an Incydr Health Check from Code42 Professional Services

Overview

An Incydr Health Check is a supplemental service that optimizes your Code42 Incydr™ environment, configuration, and processes in alignment with Insider Risk Management best practices in order to maximize the value of your investment. With a focus on Insider Risk posture improvement, Code42 Professional Services will work with you to ensure your environment is optimized in alignment with your business’s unique needs.

A healthy Incydr environment enables successful Insider Risk Management

Get expert recommendations from Code42 Professional Services to ensure Incydr is configured so that you have the Insider Risk intelligence needed to make the right decisions to reduce Insider Risk at your organization.

• **Identify** – check the health of your Incydr environment to gain a company-wide and per-user view of Insider Risk
• **Define** – configure trusted domains, IP addresses and cloud connectors to align Incydr to your risk tolerance
• **Prioritize** – follow best practices and expert recommendations to get the most out of Insider Risk Indicators (IRIs)
• **Automate** – get recommendations on integrations and automation use cases using Incydr automated integrations and risk detection lenses
• **Improve** – learn recommendations for how to expand your use of Incydr to improve your Insider Risk posture
Best Practices & Recommendations

Throughout this service engagement, Code42 will provide best practices and recommendations in the areas like, but not limited to:

• Client settings
• Client deployment process
• Incydr environment optimization
• Insider Risk optimization and feature review
  • Departing employee lens
  • High risk employee lens
  • Advanced exfiltration detection
  • File metadata collection
• Reporting
• User management
• Review future growth opportunities for continual Insider Risk posture improvement

Focus on Outcomes

We believe that organizations should never compromise their speed of innovation or the safety of their data. A healthy Incydr deployment is the first step to actualizing this vision. Through a Health Check engagement Code42 Professional Services will help ensure that you realize the following outcomes from using Incydr.

• Ensuring compliance with data use policies
• Speeding time to value of security investments
• Building a more risk aware and collaborative culture

Get Started Today

Contact your Customer Success Manager for more information about Incydr Health Checks or to get started.

Resources:

• Access support articles and videos at support.code42.com
• Participate in role-based training courses at university.code42.com
• Get product announcements and engage with fellow Code42 customers at success.code42.com
• Get a taste of the Code42 customer experience at code42.com/customer-toolkit